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in multidimensional array I have a pretty simple problem. I am trying to store multiple strings. I want to store each
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axis limits of the JSON file I have the following d3

code which plots a candlestick chart using csv file in
the x and y axis respectively. how can I change the x
and y axis limits? var width = 960, height = 200; var

color = d3.scale.category20(); d3.csv("data.csv",
function (data) { var stocks = data.map(function (d)

{ return {x: d.Date, y: d.Open}; }); var max =
d3.max(stocks, function(d) { return d.y; }); var min =

d3.min(stocks, function(d) { return d.y; }); var
xDomain = d3.extent(stocks, function(d) { return d.x;

}); var yDomain = [min, max]; var xScale =
d3.scale.linear() .domain(xDomain) .range([0,

width]); var
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